Sparvision 200®

Born ahead of its time. The smartest technology. Unrivaled versatility. Cut-through clarity. Spartan puts the power of it all right at your fingertips. The new Sparvision 200 pipe-inspection camera begins a new era of technology, with a retina-display iPad® 4 as its screen, giving you amazing flexibility on and off the job site, with exciting possibilities for promoting your company. Plus, we’ve kept all the features you already love, like instant snapshots, on-screen drawing and a full on-screen keyboard. Even more, the Sparvision 200 comes with a self-leveling color camera, locating beacon, 200’ of high-efficiency, super-slick push rod. All this packaged into a unit light enough to carry anywhere, though we still include our built-in transport cart.
**Sparvision 200**

**SPECs**
- Pipe sizes: 2” – 6" diameter
- Push rod: 200' of high-efficiency, super-slick push rod with ballistic-grade woven fiber jacket; optional Trap Eze® mini-camera available in 50’ length for the smallest lines
- Weight: 34 lbs. complete with iPad®, iPad®
- Size: 22 1/2" W x 26' H x 12' D
- Monitor: fourth-generation iPad with retina display
- 1/4” diameter self-leveling color camera head

**FEATURES**
- Fully functional fourth-generation iPad with retina display
- Touchscreen control of all features
- Telestrator technology allows you to highlight any problem with the touch of a finger
- On-screen, full QWERTY keyboard
- Sapphire glass lens reduces scratching
- Waterproof, self-leveling camera head
- 512 Hz locating beacon
- 110 volt or battery operation
- Up to six hours of battery life on a single charge
- Freeze-frame snapshot capability at any time
- Add text at any time to any video or snapshot
- Changeable font sizes, colors and locations
- Easily removable iPad communicates via Wi-Fi router connection, allowing you to move anywhere on the job site
- Full iPad capabilities allow you to email a recorded file at any time
- Camera centering guide included
- Built-in microphone allows easy job site narration
- On-screen, repositionable footage counter
- Camera light intensity rheostat
- Lithium-ion battery technology
- Built-in transport cart with extending handle and high-clearance wheels
- Heavy-duty rotationally molded case protects unit in harshest conditions

---

The iPad easily removes from the Sparvision 200® unit, communicating with the unit via a Wi-Fi router, allowing the operator to roam freely away from the unit base.

The Sparvision 200 only weighs 34 pounds, but we included a transport cart as standard, in case you’d rather wheel it around than carry it.

The optional Trap Eze® ultra-flexible camera allows quick peeks into small drain lines — often without removing the trap — and easily connects to the Sparvision 200 camera system, which automatically senses when the Trap Eze camera has been attached.